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Abstract

(1a) The paramedic performed CPR on the passenger even though they knew it was too
late.
(1b) The paramedic performed CPR on the passenger even though they were already dead.
(2a) The paramedics tried to help Riley even
though they knew it was too late.
(2b) The paramedics tried to help Riley even
though they were already dead.

As using they/them as personal pronouns becomes increasingly common in English, it is
important that coreference resolution systems
work as well for individuals who use personal
“they” as they do for those who use gendered
personal pronouns. We introduce a new benchmark for coreference resolution systems which
evaluates singular personal “they” recognition.
Using these WinoNB schemas, we evaluate a
number of publicly available coreference resolution systems and confirm their bias toward
resolving “they” pronouns as plural.
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Figure 1: A (1) “Winogender” and corresponding (2)
“WinoNB schema”. The correct answers are bolded.

Introduction

While singular “they” has been widely used in
the English-speaking world as a personal pronoun among nonbinary and other members of the
LGBTQIA+ community for many years, it has
taken time for this usage to be accepted by cisnormative society at large. In particular, professional institutions’ acceptance of singular personal
“they” has been much slower, but seen some uptake in recent years. The American Psychological
Association began accepting singular “they” as a
“self-identified pronoun” in 2019,1 the same year
Merriam-Webster added “nonbinary they” to their
dictionary and made it their word of the year. 2
As a result, English language models trained
exclusively on sources such as old newspaper articles are likely not exposed to examples of singular
“they” usage, in either the personal or generic setting. Even models trained on more recent data may
miss this usage entirely if they rely on text that was
subjected to conservative style guides. This means
even state-of-the-art coreference resolution systems
may not have recognition of singular “they.”
In this work, we examine whether existing coreference resolutions systems are able to correctly
1
2

Via APA Style
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resolve cases of singular personal “they”. We find
that when given a choice between resolving “they”
correctly to a singular, named entity or to a group,
current systems overwhelmingly choose to resolve
“they” as plural or even choose not to resolve the
pronoun at all. We also investigate these systems’
recognition of singular generic “they” and find that
this is a much more easily recognized use-case for
some models. Overall, we find that models which
have been trained on more contemporary or stylistically varied text that may contain examples of
singular “they” to have the best performance in
both the personal and generic case.
While failing to correctly resolve uses of singular personal “they” may feel like a trivial case to
those who do not use it as their personal pronoun,
this can cause a number of allocational and representational harms (Barocas et al., 2017; Blodgett
et al., 2020; Cao and Daumé III, 2020; Dev et al.,
2021). For example, a difference in coreference
resolutions system performance between nonbinary
people who use they/them pronouns and their peers
who use binary personal pronouns would constitute a representational harm. This difference in
performance can lead to allocational harms when
coreference resolution is used in down-stream tasks
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such as ranking authors based on citation counts in
the bodies of texts (Dev et al., 2021).

2

Relevant Datasets

To evaluate coreference resolution systems’ understanding of singular personal “they”, we follow
existing work (Rudinger et al., 2018; Zhao et al.,
2018) that uses Winograd schemas to test for gender bias in such systems. The Winograd Schema
Challenge (WSC) dataset consists of pairs of sentences in which there are two possible referents for
a pronoun (Levesque et al., 2012). Based on a small
edit, the pronoun in each sentence in a pair resolves
to the opposite referent. These schemas’ resolutions are designed to be obvious to a human reader
but require deeper knowledge of the given situation
for a model to understand them. Beyond the original WSC schemas, Rahman and Ng (2012) provide
a set of definite pronoun resolution schemas (DPR)
that focus on complex cases of definite pronouns
that require world knowledge.
Multiple Winograd-style datasets exist to benchmark gender bias in coreference resolution systems.
Winogender schemas (Rudinger et al., 2018)
use an occupation and a participant as their two
possible referents. The correct resolution is clear
from commonsense knowledge about what the person with the given occupation should be doing in
the scenario. For example, in Figure 1, we know
it doesn’t make sense for the occupation referent
“the paramedic” to be dead. We can see in the pair
of paramedic examples how, by editing the circumstance (i.e., someone is already dead vs someone
knows it is too late), we can change the correct
resolution. These schemas are used to confirm that
coreference resolution systems are more likely to
choose interpretations that match with occupational
gender stereotypes instead of the scenario.
WinoBias schemas (Zhao et al., 2018) are constructed similarly, though both possible referents
are an occupation. These schemas are also split
between cases in which the correct resolution can
be found using purely syntactic information and
cases that contain no syntactic clues, instead requiring deeper knowledge about the circumstance.
Zhao et al. (2018) used these schemas to show that
resolution systems will continue to make interpretations based on gender stereotypes, even when the
correct answer can be chosen using only syntactic
information.

Beyond the Winograd-style datasets we use in
this work, there are a number of other coreference resolution datasets that focus on gender bias.
GAP (Webster et al., 2018) consists of naturallyoccurring ambiguous pronouns. It is balanced between male and female referents, but does not include instances of gender-neutral usage.
Cao and Daumé III (2020) investigate coreference resolution systems’ ability to resolve gender neutral pronouns. Their work introduces two
datasets: MAP and GICoref. MAP removes social gender cues such as gendered pronouns and
semantically gendered nouns from the GAP dataset.
They find that these changes dramatically decrease
the accuracy of coreference systems. The GICoref
dataset consists of naturally occurring text with
examples of pronoun usage that are less common
in prior datasets such as personal singular “they”,
neopronouns, and switching pronouns throughout a
document. They find that coreference systems still
have opportunity for improvement on this dataset,
especially in the case of neopronouns. While their
datasets contain ambiguous cases of singular personal “they”, they do not explicitly test for coreferece resolution systems’ understanding of the singular vs plural personal case. Our work is complementary to Cao and Daumé III (2020) as we
focus on controlled experiments with constructed
schemas (§3) rather than uncontrolled but naturally
occurring text.

3

WinoNB Schemas

Winogender and Winobias schemas do not consider
understanding of singular personal vs plural “they”.
While Winogender schemas do include sentences
using singular “they”, their two possible resolutions were both to individual referents. This means
the tested systems had no choice to resolve “they”
as a plural pronoun. Additionally, neither the occupation nor the participant referent in Winogender
schemas is a specific, named person.
We would like to consider understanding of singular “they” when used as a personal pronoun. To
do this, we modify appropriate schemas by hand
from the Winogender, Winobias, WSC, and DPR
datasets to create “WinoNB schemas”.
To modify Winogender schemas into WinoNB
schemas, we begin by changing the occupation referent to be a group of people and the participant to
be a named individual. We will not use occupations
to test for gender bias as Rudinger et al. (2018) did,
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but instead use them to make the scenario and the
correct resolution more clear. In example 2a of
Figure 1, it is sensible for the people with medical
training to “know it was too late”, but this could
be more ambiguous if neither Riley nor the group
explained to have medical training.
We further edit the schemas as necessary to ensure that the resulting sentences make sense. For
instance, in Figure 1, we can see that it wouldn’t
have made sense for multiple paramedics to “perform CPR”. Instead, we have the paramedics “try
to help” the individual.
We also had many cases in which using “The
[Occupation]s” was confusing as it sounded as
though a group of people with the occupation were
acting (or being acted upon) together. For instance,
in “The physicians warned Riley that they needed
to get more rest,” it sounds as though a group of
physicians are all giving Riley advice at once. In
these cases, we change “The physicians” out for
“Several physicians” so the sentence can be interpreted as Riley getting the advice from different
physicians on multiple occasions.
We apply this same methodology to the WinoBias, WSC, and DPR datasets. We exclude examples with non-human referents (such as “The
dog chased the cat, which ran up a tree. It waited
at the {bottom/top}”) and examples in which the
scenario will not make sense with a singular and
plural referent. This left 4077 templates that can be
filled with individuals’ names. The split between
cases in which the pronoun should be interpreted as
singular or plural was not perfectly even (with one
more plural case than singular) as some datasets
provided more than two possible predicates for a
handful of scenarios. As our analysis will consider
accuracy on the set of plural and singular cases
individually, this slight imbalance will not affect
the result.
The authors performed the edits to turn the existing Winogender, WinoBias, WSC, and DPR
schemas into WinoNB schemas manually. A random subset of 100 of the templates (25 from each
source) were verified by a fluent English speaker
who resolved the pronouns with 96% accuracy.
3.1 Choice of Names
Since we are examining singular “they” as a personal pronoun, we will need to use the names of
people in our examples. Due to biases in training
data, pre-trained language models may not treat all

names equally on downstream tasks (Shwartz et al.,
2020).
To help account for this, we used 15 names to fill
the individual’s slot in each template. 10 of these
were common AMAB (assigned male at birth) and
AFAB (assigned female at birth) baby names, and
5 were baby names that were not strongly assigned
to either (See Appendix A.1).
3.2

Using Singular Generic “They”

While some people find cases of singular personal
“they” to be hard to resolve, singular generic “they”
[is accepted by more people]. As Foertsch and
Gernsbacher (1997) found, while singular “they”
is less cognitively efficient than a binary pronoun
when the gender of the referent is presumably
known, generic singular “they” can be equally if
not more cognitively efficient than a binary gendered pronoun.
To test if coreference resolution systems are
more able to handle singular generic “they” than
singular personal, we created an additional set of
WinoNB schemas which use the generic “someone”
instead of a named person for the singular referent.
For instance, Example 2b in Figure 1 would be
changed to “The paramedics tried to help someone
even though they were already dead.”

4

Results and Discussion

We evaluate a representative but not exhaustive
set of five coreference resolution systems on our
WinoNB schemas. First, we use Clark and Manning (2016)’s deep reinforcement learning system,
which we will refer to as C&M. We call Lee
et al. (2018)’s model with attention-based span
representation refinement End-to-End. Both of
these models were trained on the CoNLL-2012
dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012) which consists of
coreference resolution problems in OntoNotes 5.0
(Weischedel et al., 2012). OntoNotes contains text
from sources such as Newswire and magazines. We
will also evaluate Hugging Face’s model, which
we call C&M++, which builds on C&M (Wolf,
2017). C&M++ was also trained on OntoNotes.
Finally, we will evaluate BERT (Joshi et al., 2019)
and Span-BERT (Joshi et al., 2020), whose original pre-training was done on the BooksCorpus
(Zhu et al., 2015) and English Wikipedia with finetuning on OntoNotes.
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Figure 2: Model accuracies on WinoNB schemas containing different usages of “they”. These results are also shown
as a table in Appendix A.2

4.1 Singular Personal “They” vs Plural
“They”
First, we consider how well each of our models
performs on the examples using singular personal
vs plural “they”. As we can see in Figures 2a and
2b, the difference in performance is stark. On average, the models are 94.8% less likely to correctly
resolve a WinoNB schema that uses singular personal “they” than one that uses plural “they”.
The different datasets did not exhibit a consistent ordering of difficulty across models. Using
a Friedman Test (Friedman, 1937, 1940), we find
that the ranking of the accuracies of each model
over all datasets are not significantly different at
the p < .05 level. However, using paired t-tests,
we find that some models have significantly different performances (p < .05) on individual schema
sources.
We find that BERT-base (which achieved about
3× the average accuracy on the singular personal
case) has significantly better performance on three
of the datasets, and its results are not significantly
different from the other models on the dataset in
which it underperforms. The three non-BERTbased models were all trained on OntoNotes 5.0,
a dataset that is unlikely to contain instances of
singular personal “they”. Sampling 100 sentences
from OntoNotes 5.0 that contain a they/them pronoun, we found no cases of singular personal
“they”.3 While the BERT models were fine-tuned
3

We did find cases where of singular “they” referring to an
instiution such as “Kraft Foods”. In many cases, the number
of the pronoun was ambiguous given without larger context
of the full document. As the OntoNotes entries from web
data consist only of single sentences (Weischedel et al., 2012),
some of these examples’ number could not be determined, but
there was no evidence to suggest that any were intended to be

on OntoNotes, their pre-training on the BooksCorpus and Wikipedia may have contained singular
personal “they” with Wikipedia officially allowing
and encouraging the use of singular “they” since
at least 2017.4 From this, we may speculate that
the BERT models’ relative success in handling singular personal “they” comes from exposure to the
concept during pre-training.
While Span-BERT would have received similar exposure during pre-training, Span-BERT-base
achieved a significantly lower accuracy than BERTbase on most WinoNB datasets. Since Joshi
et al. (2020) reported that Span-BERT outperforms BERT on OntoNotes, we speculate that SpanBERT’s lower WinoNB accuracy comes from optimizing for OntoNotes, which may require a deprioritization of any knowledge of singular personal
“they” gleaned from pre-training.
BERT’s increased accuracy may also have its
drawbacks. While Figure 2a focuses solely on how
many pronouns were correctly resolved as singular, many of the mistaken examples were either
resolved to an unrelated entity or received no resolution at all. BERT-base failed to resolve 5.15%
of singular personal “they” examples to the group
or the individual. This rate is more than double the
average rate of such failures over all models.
4.2

Singular Personal “They” vs Singular
Generic “They”

Beyond cases of singular personal “they”, we also
considered examples of singular generic “they” in
which the individual referent is “someone”, not a
named person. As we can see in Figure 2c, the
singular, let alone singular personal.
4
Via English Wikipedia’s gender-neutral language policy
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models overall are much more able to handle singular generic “they”, reaching an average 31.2%
accuracy on these cases. The models were, on average, 6.4× more likely to correctly resolve a case
of singular generic “they” versus singular personal.
4.3 Effects of Gendered Name Associations
By using a variety of names traditionally given
to AFAB or AMAB babies or neither, we can investigate the effect of gender association of the
individual’s name on the models’ willingness to
choose the singular personal reading of “they”. We
do see some subtle differences in the results on
these differently gendered names. For instance,
BERT-base was about 7.5% more likely to incorrectly resolve Winogender-sourced schemas with
traditionally AMAB names than AFAB or neutral
names. These differences in performance were significant at the p < .05 level.
Overall, we find that in cases with significant difference in performance across differently gendered
names, the models generally incorrectly resolve
cases of singular personal “they” that ought to refer
to masculine names. This could mean that these
models more strongly associate common AMAB
names with he/him pronouns than they do common
AFAB names with she/her.

5

Conclusion

We have introduced “WinoNB schemas”, a set of
pronoun resolution pairs that test recognition of singular personal, singular generic, and plural “they”
in English coreference resolution. These schemas
are adapted from four existing sets of Winograd
schemas. Testing on five publicly available off-theshelf coreference models, we demonstrated that
current models largely do not interpret “they” as a
singular personal pronoun, though they are more
likely to accept singular generic “they”. We infer
that this is due to popular training datasets largely
containing text from times and settings in which
singular personal “they” is unlikely to have been
used. We find that BERT models, which may have
seen cases of singular personal “they” during pretraining, are most able to solve WinoNB schemas.
WinoNB schemas can only demonstrate the existence of bias against nonbinary people, not its
absence. Our methodology relies on “they” having both singular and plural usages, so it cannot
be used to test for understanding of neopronouns
such as xe/xem/xyr. A coreference resolution sys-

tem can handle WinoNB schemas well and still
perform poorly for members of the nonbinary community who use neopronouns or switch between
multiple sets of pronouns. Still, these schemas can
serve as a jumping-off point for creating and evaluating future models that better serve the nonbinary
community.
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Appendix

Name
Sophia
Emma
Olivia
Isabella
Ava
Noah
Jacob
Liam
Mason
William
Casey
Riley
Jessie
Jackie
Avery

% AFAB
99.88%
99.91%
99.87%
99.90%
99.89%
0.44%
0.13%
0.12%
0.41%
0.08%
41.57%
49.23%
52.21%
57.86%
66.47%

Table 1: Gendered names used to fill WinoNB templates.
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Singular Personal

Plural

Singular Generic

End-to-End
C&M
C&M++
BERT
SpanBERT
End-to-End
C&M
C&M++
BERT
SpanBERT
End-to-End
C&M
C&M++
BERT
SpanBERT

winogender
0.013
0.000
0.016
0.199
0.090
0.944
0.983
0.998
0.949
0.996
0.200
0.033
0.000
0.467
0.350

winobias
0.007
0.010
0.011
0.146
0.069
0.985
0.956
0.990
0.836
0.918
0.443
0.010
0.019
0.645
0.515

WSC
0.037
0.012
0.075
0.060
0.002
0.965
0.988
0.909
0.944
0.936
0.047
0.023
0.071
0.209
0.163

DPR
0.013
0.016
0.016
0.141
0.018
0.986
0.932
0.983
0.966
0.992
0.108
0.014
0.014
0.311
0.149

all
0.008
0.010
0.013
0.145
0.067
0.984
0.956
0.988
0.846
0.924
0.416
0.011
0.020
0.618
0.490

Table 2: Model accuracies on WinoNB schemas containing different usages of “they”.

A.2 Reformatted Results
For readability, we include the same results from
Figure 2 in Table 2.
A.3 Licence Information for Used Datasets
and Models
Winogender (Rudinger et al., 2018), Winobias
(Zhao et al., 2018), C&M (Clark and Manning,
2016), and C&M++ (Wolf, 2017) are released under MIT licenses. End-to-End (Lee et al., 2018),
BERT (Joshi et al., 2019), and Span-BERT (Joshi
et al., 2020) are released under Apache License 2.0.
WSC (Levesque et al., 2012) are released under
a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License. We did not find license information for
DPR (Rahman and Ng, 2012). Our use of these
data and models does not conflict with the licenses’
stated access conditions.
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